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Abstract 
It is shown that countable products of completely regular absolute C6 spaces inherit each of 
the following properties from their factors: paracompactness, LindelOfness, metacompactness and 
ultra-paracompactness. This generalizes previous results by Z. Frolik, by K. Alster, by M.E. Rudin 
and S. Watson, by L.M. Friedler, H.W. Martin and S.W. Williams, and by A. Hohti and Y. Ziqui. 
The proof uses ideas from localic topology. 
Completely regular absolute C~'s (spaces which are C~ subspaces of every extension) are char- 
acterized as the partition complete spaces of R. Telgarsky and H.H. Wicke. A subspace is called 
C6 if it is a countable intersection of complemented subspaces, and a subspace C is complemented 
if for every nonempty closed subspace F not both C N F and F \ C are dense in F. The class of 
completely regular absolute C'~'s shares many properties with the class of absolute G~'s (closed 
under countable products, direct and inverse images along perfect maps) and even improves on 
some, for instance, it is closed under open images. 
Keywords: Paracompact spaces; Linde16f spaces; Metacompact spaces; Ultra-paracompact spaces; 
Countable products; Localic products; Absolute C'~ spaces; Partition complete space; Complete 
exhaustive sieve. 
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Introduction 
In 1960 Z. Frolik [5] proved that a countable product of paracompact Cech complete 
spaces is again par'acompact. Subsequently, it has been shown that the preceding statement 
remains valid if Cech complete is replaced by any of the following: scattered (M.E. Rudin 
and S. Watson [22]), C-scattered (L.M. Friedler, H.W. Martin and S.W. Williams [4]), 
~r-C-scattered (A. Hohti and J. Pelant [8]), or (~ech-scattered (A. Hohti and Y. Ziqui [9]). 
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There is also K. Alster's result that countable products of scattered Lindel6f spaces are 
again Lindel6f [1]. 
The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First of all the main theorem states that a 
countable product of completely regular absolute C~ spaces (the definition is given below) 
is paracompact (LindelOf, metacompact, or ultra-paracompact) if each factor is. This 
generalizes all but one (the result on cr-C-scattered spaces) of the results just cited. 
Secondly, this paper introduces the notion of C~ subspace and C~ sublocale. A subspace 
(respectively sublocale) is called C~ if it can be written as a countable intersection 
of complemented subspaces (respectively sublocales). A subspace of a sober space is 
complemented if it is complemented as a sublocale. An equivalent condition is that the 
subspace is resolvable [17]. 
C~, the class of completely regular absolute C~ spaces (spaces which are C~ in every 
extension space), shares many properties with the class of absolute G~'s. For instance, 
it is closed under countable products, perfect images and preimages, and open or closed 
subspaces. In some respects it is even better behaved: C~ is closed under open images 
and C~ subspaces. It turns out that C~ is identical with each of the following two classes: 
the class of partition complete spaces (R. Telgarsky and H.H. Wicke [24]), and the class 
of spaces having a complete xhaustive sieve (E. Michael [18]). The similarity of C~ and 
the class of completely metrizable spaces indicates that the Borel structures generated by 
complemented subspaces may deserve further study. This aspect is not pursued here. 
Finally, the method which is used to prove the main theorem is of interest in itself. 
The proof involves the category of locales. There, products are generally much better 
behaved than products in the category of topological spaces. For instance, paracompact- 
ness (and each of the other covering properties mentioned above) is inherited by localic 
products from their factors. So to prove that a given product of topological spaces in- 
herits paracompactness from its factors, it suffices to show that it coincides with the 
localic product (here (sober) spaces are identified with the corresponding spatial ocale). 
It is shown that countable products of completely regular absolute C'~ spaces are spatial, 
i.e., localic and topological product are identical. Hence whatever covering property is 
preserved by products in the category of locales, is also preserved by countable products 
of completely regular absolute C'~ spaces. 
One advantage of our method is that, once it is shown that for some class of spaces 
C the topological and the localic version of, say, countable products coincide, and hence 
covering properties such as paracompactness arepreserved, this also holds for the closure 
of C under countable products and closed subspaces. If one considers finite products, then 
one may replace C by its closure under finite products and complemented subspaces. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section the connection is sketched between the category of topological spaces 
and the category of locales. Also a few facts from localic topology are recalled, in 
particular facts concerning lattices of sublocales. A more detailed description can be 
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found in [10,15,16] (see also the first section of [25]). Notation will follow for the most 
part [12]. 
The category Loe of locales is by definition the opposite of the category Frm of frames. 
Frm is the algebraic ategory generated by all topologies, or equivalently, the category 
of A, V-distributive complete lattices (a A V bi = V(a A hi)) and lattice homomorphisms 
preserving arbitrary suprema. 
There is a functor Top --+ Loe mapping every topological space X to the locale 
determined by the topology T(X)  of X, and continuous maps 
X ~f Y to (T(X) <f-' T(Y))  °p. 
Restricting this functor to sober spaces (every nonempty irreducible closed subset is the 
closure of a unique point) yields an equivalence of full subcategories. The locales which 
are in the image of this equivalence are called spatial ocales. Sober spaces and spatial 
locales are identified along this functor. All covering properties and separation axioms 
considered in this paper have conservative extensions from sober spaces to locales, i.e., 
a spatial ocale satisfies any of these properties if and only if the corresponding sober 
space does. 
Descriptions of products in Loe can be found in [2,15,16]. The relationship between 
products of topological spaces and the corresponding product of spatial ocales is inves- 
tigated in [21]. The topology of a product locale is freely generated by open rectangles 
(only finitely many sides of which are allowed to differ from the corresponding factor) 
subject o two types of relations: finite meets of rectangles are computed factor by factor; 
joins of rectangles which are identical on all but one side are computed in the obvious 
way. 
The lattice of all subobjects of a given locale L is a coframe S(L), i.e., a complete 
lattice satisfying A V A Bi = A(A v B 0. The topology of L is included into S(L) as 
follows. To each u ¢ T(L) assign the open sublocale U 2+ L, where T(U) = {a ¢ 
T(L) I a <~ u} and ~-l(a) = a A u. A sublocale is called closed if it is the complement 
of an open sublocale. 
Distinct sublocales can be distinguished by their intersections with locally closed sublo- 
cales because very sublocale is the intersection of sublocales of the form F V U, for 
open U and closed F. Since a locale L is spatial if and only if it is equal to pt(L), 
the union of its points, the last remark implies that L is spatial if and only if it has no 
nonzero pointless locally closed sublocales. To avoid ambiguity, N and U will be used 
to denote meet and join of subspaces, while A and V denote meet and join computed in 
S(L). Put 
S\T=V{A~SIAAT=O } (=A{A<<.SlAVT>~S}). 
If T is complemented with complement R, then S \ T = S A R. In this case S \ T will 
also be denoted by S - T. Finally, the smallest dense sublocale of a locale L will be 
denoted by D(L). 
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2. Complemented subloeales 
In this section various results concerning complemented sublocales are recalled. Most 
of these results are due to Isbell [10-12]. Complemented sublocales are needed to define 
C~ sublocales in the next section. We start by adding two further equivalent conditions to 
the characterization f complemented sublocales given in [12]. Although these conditions 
are already implicit in [12], they are stated here explicitly, because one of them is needed 
to characterize C~ subspaces on the next section. Further results concern absolutely 
complemented spaces. A few conditions on a completely regular space are given which 
are equivalent to it being absolutely complemented. The section closes with a slight 
generalization of Telgarsky's result that the class of these spaces is perfect and closed 
under open images [23]. 
To characterize the complemented sublocales of a fixed locale A we need the following 
definitions. Let S and T be sublocales of A. S is said to split T inseparably if cl(S A 
T) A cl(T \ S) ~> T. 
For every ordinal a and every sublocale S define a transfinite decreasing sequence of 
sublocales Sa by putting So = S, Sa+l -- (Sa) t and at limit ordinals S~ = A~<;~ S~, 
where S' ---- S A cl(cl(S) \ S). 
A development is a transfinite xpression of the form 
Fo-F1V F2 V ... V F~ -F~+1 . . . ,  
where {Fo, F1,. . .} is a descending sequence of closed sublocales which has a last term 
and which satisfies Fx = A~<x F,~ at limit ordinals A. It is evaluated from left to right. 
More precisely, adevelopment gives rise to an alternating sequence of approximations Ca 
defined as follows. Co = F0; at nonlimit ordinals c~+l set Ca+l = Ca-Fa+l  if a is even, 
and C~.I-1 = C a VFa+I if a is odd; at limit ordinals A set Cx = A{C,~ I n < A; n even}. 
The sublocale defined by the development is Coo = A{Ca [ a even}. Sublocales which 
arise this way are called developable. 
Finally, a well-ordered partition of a space is called left-open (in the given well- 
ordering), if the union of any initial segment is open [24]. A refinement Q of a left-open 
partition 79 is called a left-open refinement if Q is a left-open partition, and the well- 
orderings on the partitions are compatible, i.e., for any pairs P, p /E  79, Q, Q' E Q such 
that Q c__ P and Q' c U ,  Q < Q~ implies that also P <~ U.  For later use observe that: 
(1) Any two left-open partitions have a common left-open refinement. 
(:~) If S is a sublocale of a regular locale A, and if 79 is a left-open partition of S 
which consists of locally closed sublocales of A, then 7:' has a left-open refinement Q
which also consists of locally closed sublocales of A, so that for each Q E Q there exists 
P E 79 satisfying ClA (Q) <~ P. Call such a partition Q a regular left-open refinement of 
7:'. 
Theorem 2.1 (J. Isbell). I f  S; is a sublocale of A, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) S is a complemented sublocale. 
(2) S splits no nonzero (closed) sublocale inseparably. 
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(3) S is a developable sublocale. 
(4) S~ = 0 for some ordinal c~. 
(5) S has a left-open partition into sublocales which are locally closed in A. 
(6) Every nonempty closed sublocale F of S contains a nonzero relatively open sublo- 
cale P which is locally closed in A. 
Proof. The equivalence of conditions 1-4 is proved in [12]. To show that 3 :=> 5 choose 
a development {F~) of S. Then S = C~ = V{F~ - F~+1 ] ~ even). The proof is 
by induction on the length of the development. The limit stages are handled by [12, 
Lemma 1.2], stating that for limit ordinals A, Ca = F;~ V V{C,~ [ ~ < A; t~ odd}. So 
(F~ - F~+1 I c~ even) is a left-open partition of S. 5 =~ 6 because any F as in 6 meets 
the left-open partition in a least element. This intersection is nonzero, open in F, and 
locally closed in A. To show that 6 ~ 2 consider an arbitrary closed sublocale T of 
A. We need to show that cl(S A T) = T implies that cl(T \ S) < T. So assume that 
cl(SAT) = T. TAS is nonzero and closed in S, hence contains by assumption a nonzero 
sublocale P which is locally closed (hence complemented) in A and open in T A S. P 
has nonempty interior in T, since S A T is dense in T. So there exists V open in A such 
that0 ¢ TAV ~< P. HenceT\S  ~< T \P  ~< T \V= T -V  which is closed and 
properly contained in T. So S splits no nonzero closed sublocale of A inseparably. [] 
The next proposition is taken from [ 10,12]. It collects ome properties of complemented 
sublocales. 
Proposition 2.2. (1) CompIementedness is table under pullback. 
(2) Complemented subIocales of a spatial locale are spatial. 
(3) Let S be an arbitrary sublocale of A. For each complemented sublocale C of S, 
there exists C complemented in A such that C = S A C ~. 
(4) The frame identity C A V Di = A(c  A Di) holds in S(L) for complemented C 
and arbitrary sublocales Di. 
Call a sober subspace C of a sober space X complemented if it is complemented as
a sublocale. Specializing 2.1 to spatial locales, i.e., sober spaces, yields Hausdorff's 
theorem on 'reduzible Unterr~iume' [6], or resolvable subspaces [17]. 
The remainder of this section concerns absolutely complemented spaces, i.e., spaces 
complemented in every extension space. First recall the notion of/C-scatteredness for a 
given class /C of topological spaces. A space X is /C-scattered if (1) every nonempty 
closed subspace of X has a point with a neighborhood in 35. For classes /C which are 
both open and closed-hereditary this is equivalent to the requirement that (2) X has a 
(well-ordered) left-open artition into subspaces from/C. For the implication (1) ~ (2) 
construct a left-open partition by removing recursively relatively open subspaces (E 
/C) from the remainder until X is exhausted. For the converse observe that for every 
nonempty closed subspace F of a space X satisfying (2), there exists a least element of 
the partition which has nonempty intersection with F. This intersection is the required 
neighborhood in F. 
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Let £,C denote the class of sober locally compact spaces, equivalently, sober spaces for 
which the lattice of open sets is a continuous lattice [7]. The class of £C-scattered spaces 
and the class of C-scattered spaces coincide, when restricted to completely regular spaces. 
Here C denotes the class of compact Hausdorff spaces. Completely regular C-scattered 
spaces have been investigated by Telgarsky [23]. 
Proposition 2.3. The following are equivalent for a completely regular space X. 
(1) X is £.C-scattered (C-scattered). 
(2) X is complemented in every extension, i.e., absolutely complemented. 
(3) X is complemented in some compactification. 
(4) X has a left-open partition consisting of locally compact spaces. 
(5) X is a spatial multiplier: X Xloe Z is patial for any spatial locale Z. 
Proof. (1) ¢:~ (4) holds because local compactness is open and closed hereditary. (4) 
(2) follows because locally compact spaces are locally closed in every extension. (2) 
(3) is clear. (3) ~ (4) follows from 2.1. (1) ¢* (5) is shown in [11] (as are most of the 
other implications). 
Note that (1) =~ (2) and (1) ~ (5) hold more generally for sober spaces. Whether 
the converse implications generalize to arbitrary sober spaces is not known. 
Theorem 2.4 (R. Telgarsky). Let X f-~ Y be a continuous surjection of completely reg- 
ular spaces. 
(1) If f is a perfect, then X is absolutely complemented if and only if Y is. 
(2) If f is open (more generally, if f is a stable surjection in Loc), then Y is absolutely 
complemented if X is. 
Proofi In [23] these results are proved for C-scattered spaces. The proof given here 
emphasizes the localic viewpoint. 
(1) The following diagram is a pullback, since f is perfect. 
Y X ,Y  
3x  ~ ~ f ly  
If Y is complemented in 3Y, then so is X in f iX (2.2(1)), hence X is absolutely 
complemented (2.3). Conversely, if X is complemented in 3X,  then so is Y in 3Y, 
because complementedness de cends along proper surjections [25], and X --- (3 f ) - l  (y).  
(2) Open surjections are stable in Loe [16]. So for every sober space Z, 
X × loc Z f × idz y × loc Z 
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is a surjection. X Xloc Z is spatial by 2.3 and hence so is Y X]oc Z because a nonzero, 
locally closed, pointless sublocale of Y Xloo Z would pull back to such a sublocale of 
X xloc Z. (Note that the same argument works for perfect surjections, ince they are also 
stable.) [] 
3. Absolute Ce spaces 
This section concerns properties of C6 sublocales, respectively subspaces. First it is 
shown that in reasonably complete spaces C6 sublocales are spatial. Then C~ subspaces 
are characterized among the subspaces of a regular space. This leads to the characteri- 
zation of completely regular absolute C~ spaces as partition complete spaces. This class 
is, just as the class of absolutely complemented spaces, closed under images along open 
or perfect maps, and under inverse images along perfect maps. 
A subspace (respectively sublocale) is said to be C~ if it is a countable intersection of 
complemented subspaces (respectively sublocales). The following lemma shows that the 
notions of C~ sublocale and C~ subspace coincide for the class of sober strongly Baire 
spaces (spaces in which every nonempty closed subspace is of second category in itself). 
This generalizes a result from [12], where this is shown for countable intersections of 
open sublocales of a regular strongly Baire space. The lemma will be used in the last 
section to show that countable products of absolute C~'s are spatial. 
Lemma 3.1 [20]. Every C6-sublocale of a sober strongly Baire space is spatial. 
Proof. Let {Cn I n E N} be a sequence of complemented sublocales (hence subspaces) 
of a sober space X with nonspatial intersection. Then there exists a locally closed 
sublocale P meeting A = i~cN Cn but disjoint from B = Nn~N C~. Consider 
F = clx (P A A). All F A Cn are dense and complemented in F, say, with complements 
D~. D(F) A D~ = 17 because D(F) <~ F A Cn, and hence also D(F) A ClF(D~) = ~. 
Put V,~ = F - clF(D~). Each V~ is dense and open in F, but 
Qv,  Q(F Ac.) = N(F n c.) = FnNc  = Fn = F AB 
is nowhere dense in F because B A D(F) = ~. Hence F is of first category in itself and 
whence X is not strongly Baire. [] 
This property actually characterizes strongly Baire spaces among sober spaces. In fact, 
it suffices for every countable intersection of open sublocales to be spatial [13]. 
The collection of all C6 subspaces of a given space can also be described in terms of 
filters. To do this we need the following definition. Let S be a subspace of a topological 
space X. A sequence gn of (not necessarily open) covers of S is said to be complete 
relative to X, if every filter )r on S which meets each G,~ satisfies N{cls(F) I F E 
.7-} ¢ ~ whenever N{clx (F) [ F c ~'} ¢ 0, i.e., if .7" has an adherence point in X, 
then jr- has also an adherence point in S. S is said to be partition complete relative to 
X if there exists a sequence of left-open partitions P,, which is complete relative to X, 
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and so that furthermore each 79n+1 is a left-open refinement of 79,~. To require that 79n+1 
is a left-open refinement of 79n is, strictly speaking, not necessary. Using (]-) one can 
refine recursively each element of a sequence of left-open partitions o that the resulting 
sequence consists of successive l ft-open refinements. It is clear that this process does 
not destroy relative completeness. 
Proposition 3.2. If S is a subspace of a regular space X, then the following are equiv- 
alent: 
(1) S is a C6 subspace. 
(2) S is partition complete relative to X. 
Proof. (1) ~ (2): Let S = N~er~ Cn where each C~ is a complemented subspace of 
X. Choose left-open partitions T~ of C,~ into locally closed subspaces of X and regular 
left-open refinements 7~n of T~(~). Set Qn = {S u R ] R E ~,~}. Put 791 = Q1 and 
choose recursively left-open r finements 79,~ of 79,~-1 and Qn(t). To show that {79n} is 
complete relative to X consider an arbitrary filter .T" on S which intersects each 79,~. For 
each n choose Fn E 5 t- A 79n. Then there exist Q~ E Qn, R,~ E 7~, and Tn E ~ such 
that F~ C_ Q,, Qn = S N Rn and clx(R~) C_ T~. Since 
{ clx(F) [ F E )r} C Nclx(Fn)  c_ r ]c lx(Qn)  
Ncl (R.) NT. c ncn  = s, 
we have 
n { cls(F) I F ~ Y'} = S n n { clx(F) I F ~ Y'} = n { c lx ( f )  I F e Y}. 
So n{cls(F)  I F E ~'} is empty only if n{c lx(F)  I F E 5 v} is. Hence we conclude 
that {79n} is complete relative to X. 
(2) ~ (1): Let 79n = {Pn,~} be a sequence of left-open partitions of 5: which is 
complete relative to X. Set Cn,~ = clx(P,~,,~) - clx(U~>~ Pn,~) and C,~ = U c,~,~. 
Each Cn is complemented in X because {C~,~} is a left-open partition of C~ and 
because ach C~,~ is locally closed in X. It remains to show that 5: = n C~. Consider 
an arbitrary point x E n C,~. Since Cn,~ and C,~,~ are disjoint for distinct c~ and/3, there 
exists for each n E N a unique c~(n) such that x E C,~,~(,~). Let .T',~ be the filter consisting 
of all subspaces of X which intersect Cn,~(,~) in a neighborhood of x. Set 5 r = U 5r~ -
~" is a filter since )vn c .T'n+,. Also n{clx(F)  I F E Y'} = {x} since ~ contains the 
neighborhood filter of x and X is regular. Set G = {F n 5: I F E 5r}. ~ is nondegenerate 
because S is dense in every C,~,~. g meets each 79n because Pn,~(,~) = C~,a(n) N 5:. 
Since on the one hand n{cls(G) I G E g} ¢ 0 because 79,~ is complete relative to X, 
and on the other hand 
N{ cls(G) l G E ~} C_M{ clx(G) l G E ~} 
C N {c lx(F) ]  F E F} = {x}, 
it follows that x E ~{cls(G) ] G E G} C_ S. [] 
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There is a similar, but rather more complicated description of Ca subspaces of arbitrary 
sober spaces. It uses filters 5" in the set of all locally closed subspaces of S, and an 
altered efinition of relative completeness. Since I do not know of any application of this 
description, all details are omitted. 
Recall that a sequence ~n of (not necessarily open) covers of a space X is said to be 
complete if every filter .~ on X which meets each ~n satisfies ~{cl(F) ] F E ~} ¢ 0. A 
space is partition complete [24] if there exist a complete sequence of left-open partitions 
"P,~ so that 79n+i is a left-open refinement of3vn. For the definition of complete xhaustive 
sieve consult either [18] or [24]. 
Theorem 3.3. The following are equivalent for a completely regular space X:  
(1) X is a closed subspace of a countable product of completely regular £C-scattered 
spaces. 
(2) x 
(3) X 
(4) X 
(5) x 
(6) x 
(7) X 
is a Ca subspace of some compactification. 
is partition complete. 
has a complete xhaustive sieve. 
is a Ca subspace of every compactification. 
is absolute Ca, i.e., Ca in every extension. 
is a Ca subIocale of some (respectively, every) compactification. 
Proof. The proof runs (1) ~ (2) ~ (3) ~ (6) ~ (5) ~ (1). (2) ¢:> (7) follows from 
Lemma 3.1, since compact Hausdorff spaces are strongly Baire, and (3) 4=> (4) is proved 
in [18]. 
(1) ~ (2): Let {Cn}n~r~ be a sequence of completely regular £C-scattered spaces. 
Each Cn is complemented in tun ,  so I I  cn is a ca subspace of 11/3Cn. Therefore 
every closed subspace X of 1-I U,~ is also Ca in 1-I/3C,~, and hence a Ca subspace of its 
closure. 
(2) ~ (3): Use 3.2 and observe that a space which is partition complete relative to 
a compact extension K is partition complete since ['){cltf(F) [ F E f}  ~ 0 for any 
filter 2. 
(3) ~ (6) is also a direct consequence of 3.2, and (6) ~ (5) is clear. 
(5) ~ (1): There exist complemented subspaces C,~ of fiX such that X = N,~r~ C,,. 
Then X = A N 1--[ C,~ ~-+ (fX)% where ,4 denotes the (closed) image diagonal fiX '-+ 
( fx )  ~. [] 
The implication (2) ~ (3) of 3.3 was also proved by Telgarsky and Wicke [24]. Their 
question whether Ca subspaces of a/2C-scattered space Y are necessarily primitive sets in 
Y, is answered inthe negative by 3.3. They give an example (no.2) of a partition complete 
(hence absolute C'a) space X which is not primitive in fiX. Some of the results from [24] 
will be given below with partition complete spaces replaced by absolute Ca's. Although 
in each case application of 3.3 yields a proof, new proofs are given if they are simpler 
than the original proof for partition complete spaces. The class of completely regular 
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absolute C6's will be denoted by Ca. The next theorem gives a number of operations 
under which C6 is stable. 
Theorem 3.4. C6 is closed under each of the following operations: 
(1) Countable products. 
(2) C6 subspaces. 
(3) Direct images along triquotient maps (so in particular open and perfect surjections) 
with completely regular codomain. 
(4) Inverse images along perfect maps with completely regular domain. 
Proof. (1) and (2) (using 2.2(3)) are proved exactly as the analogous results for Cech 
complete spaces. (3) was proved by Michael [19] for partition complete spaces (for direct 
images under open surjections and perfect surjections see also [24]). (4) is proved in [24] 
for partition complete spaces. To prove (4) one could also consider the pullback diagram 
in 2.4(1) and observe that intersections are preserved under inverse images. (This is 
essentially the same proof as for Cech complete spaces.) [] 
The analogue of the following proposition for partition complete spaces is also con- 
tained in [24]. 
Proposition 3.5. A C6-scattered space is absolute C6. 
Proof. If X is C6-scattered, then X has a left-open partition 79 = {P,~} into absolute 
C6's. Let c~X be any compactification f X. Choose a left-open partition Q = {Q~} of 
aX such that X N Q~ = P~ (e.g., Q~ = cl~x(U{Pl3 I/3 ~> a}) \ cl~x([.J{Pfi I/3 > 
a}). Each Q~ is locally closed in aX and hence absolutely complemented. There exist 
complemented subspaces P~,,~ of Q~ such that P~ = N P~,n because ach P~ is absolute 
C6. Put C,~ = [..J P~,~, then X = r] c,, and each Cn is absolutely complemented. For 
{P~,,~} is a left-open partition of Cn, and each P~,n i  turn has a left-open partition into 
locally compact spaces. Combining those gives a left-open partition f C,, into locally 
compact subspaces, o C~ is absolutely complemented. [] 
Corollary 3.6. Every Cech-scattered space is absolute C6. 
Some concluding remarks concerning the class C6. The results of this section indicate 
that he Borel structure generated by the complemented subspaces of a compact Hausdorff 
space could be the appropriate generalization f classical Borel classes beyond metrizable 
spaces. 
There are three arguments supporting this view. 
(1) This hierarchy gives the usual Borel classes when restricted to metrizable spaces. 
(2) The class G6 sits inside the class of all completely regular spaces very much like 
the class of completely metrizable spaces its inside the class of all metrizable spaces 
(invariance under open images, absoluteness does not have to be restricted to dense 
embeddings). 
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(3) Each class contains all classes of lower rank. 
(2) and (3) are improvements on the usual Borel structure generated by all open and 
all closed subspaces. (1) holds since complemented subspaces of a metrizable space 
are of ambiguous class 1 (if the localic Borel classes are used then the complemented 
sublocales are exactly the sublocales of ambiguous class 1 [12]) and hence a subspace 
of a metrizable space is C~ iff it is G6, respectively C~ iff it is F~. 
The biggest obstacle seems to be that it is not clear whether a space which is a, say, C~6 
subspace of some compactification is necessarily C~ in all compactifications. Even for 
the case of C6's I don't know of any proof which does not use an internal characterization 
similar to the one given in Theorem 3.3. A generalization fLavrentiev's theorem to C~'s 
would have given a positive answer, but such a generalization does not exist. Consider 
for example the rationals Q as a subspace of their 12ech-Stone compactification/3Q, a 
countable dense subspace D of the unit interval II, and any homeomorphisrn D ~ Q. 
Since every C6 subspace of lI is complete and Q has no completely metrizable superspaces 
in/3Q, f has no extension to a homeomorphism of C6 subspaces. 
4. Preservation of covering properties 
In this section we will prove the main theorem. The proof makes essential use of the 
following result from the theory of locales. For paracompact locales it is due to Isbell 
[10]. The generalization given below is due to Dowker and Strauss [2]. 
Theorem 4.1. A product of regular locales is paracompact (respectively ultraparacom- 
pact, LindelOf or metacompact) if each of the factors is. 
This theorem yields a sufficient condition for preservation of any of the covering 
properties mentioned above under arbitrary products: the topological product of regular 
spaces inherits any of the above covering properties from its factors if it coincides with 
the localic product. Here one identifies again topological spaces and the corresponding 
spatial ocales. Application of this criterion yields: 
Theorem 4.2. A countable product of completely regular absolute C6 spaces is para- 
compact (respectively ultraparacompact, LindelOf or metacompact) if each of the factors 
is. 
Proof. By the preceding remarks it suffices to show that the localic product of any 
sequence of absolute C6 spaces is spatial. The localic product I-[lot An of any sequence 
of completely regular space {A,~},~N can be calculated via arbitrary compactifications 
K,~ as the intersection of (spatial) sublocales of 1-]lc~ Kn: I~loc An --- A 7r~ 1 (A,~), where 
1-I1o~ Kn ~'b K,~ is the projection onto the nth coordinate. I-[loc Kn is a compact regular 
locale and therefore spatial [15], and each TrOt(An) is spatial by 2.3. If each A~ is an 
absolute C6 space, then each A,~ is an absolute C6 locale (3.3), and hence so is each 
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7r~ -l (An). The countable intersection A 7r~ l (An) is a C6 sublocale of 1-Iloc Kn. It is 
spatial by 3.1, and hence so is IIloc An = A 7r~ -1 (An). 
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